A department that
once only regulated
commercial fishing is
now all in with the
recreational anglers.

Of the many battles in fisheries, the commercial
versus recreational fishermen rift has been a long, epic
struggle. But, it’s a divide that insiders are striving
to bridge. One of those insiders is Randy Pausina,
Louisiana’s assistant secretary of Wildlife and Fisheries.

BY FRED GARTH
I sat down with Pausina recently to discuss how Louisiana has made strides
in creating a sustainable fishery in the face of both Hurricane Katrina and the
Deepwater Horizon disaster. And, how LDWF has moved from solely serving
commercial fishing to embracing recreational fishing as part of its core mission.
“When I first got this job, I asked the governor to give us the freedom to make
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“People paint me as a CCA/recreational guy,” Pausina
said “But, the truth is, I come from a long line of
commercial fishermen. My dad and my grandfather
were both commercial fishermen. My family comes from
Croatia and most of them were commercial fishermen
over there. So, I can relate to both sides of the issues.
And, the truth is, every commercial fisherman I know is
also a recreational angler.”

some radical changes,” Pausina said. “Thankfully, he gave us a lot of room to move
and we’ve taken the state into new territory. Instead of working like a typical state
agency, our attitude is to run this department like a forprofit business.”
That’s a bold statement coming from a state that has, uh, a colorful political
reputation, to put it mildly. The old joke is that to be governor in Louisiana, you
had to serve jail time first. But their two-term governor, Bobby Jindal, became a
household name as a presidential candidate and helped bring political respect to
the kingfish state. Unfortunately, politics cannot erase the incalculable amount
of bad press that slapped the state squarely in the face with two of the worst

Pausina is a driving force in Louisiana’s fishery management and a leader
in the five-state coalition from Florida to Texas that is working toward regional

disasters in history—Katrina in 2005 and the oil spill in 2010. Bouncing back from
those has been the state’s focus for a decade, and their work has been notable.

solutions. He’s been with the department since 1993 and has served under four

Specifically, they’re working on solutions to protect precious marshlands;

different governors, so he’s got both experience and longevity. Governor Jindal

they’ve expanded their artificial reef network; they’ve teamed with oil companies

appointed him to his current role and he pushed forward with a kind of passion

in creative ways to maintain those valuable hard structures; they’ve created

that’s rarely seen in government.

a powerful website for recreational anglers; and the list goes on. One major
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initiative involved allowing fishing guides to take their catch to a local restaurant

40–60 percent margin of error in some instances. That was unacceptable. Our data

ever. “If the data shows that we need tighter regulations on trout, we’ll do it. But,

so their guests could eat what they caught.

reduced that to under 20%. So, we proved that we could have a recreational quota

until then, there’s no reason to change.”

“It used to be illegal to hook and cook,” Pausina said. “Then last year, Senator
Brett Allain came with a bill to change that. We fully embraced the idea. The

and monitor it in real time.”

This type of focus on recreational fishermen by a department that was mainly

The success of the state’s unique fish counting methods caught the attention

created for the commercial industry led to another milestone—a major website

“We’re trying to prove that the Gulf tuna populations are separate from
Atlantic,” Pausina said, “so we can manage them separately. I mean, if something
bad happens to the population in Maine, it affects us even though we believe
they’re different stocks.”

politicians and fishermen got together and changed the law because it was the

of NOAA, and the bottom line is that NOAA has tentatively agreed to certify

effort for sport fishermen. The site, www.fishla.org, has everything from fishing

right thing to do. The guides love it, the restaurants love it and the customers

Louisiana’s LA Creel Program (see sidebar) for the recreational data collection

tips for novices to experts, to how-to videos, to boat launches and fishing spot

challenge than working with the Federal government on managing the coveted

love it.”

program and no longer use MRIP for data collection. If the Louisiana model is

maps, and has made the site an instant success.

red snapper. Like they’ve been doing consistently under Pausina’s leadership,

On artificial reefs, the department ramped up their
efforts on two fronts—they built their own

embraced by the Feds, it will be a major paradigm shift.
“For the program we’re running on a state level, I can make changes with

and they worked with the oil industry

one phone call, whereas if it were federally regulated, it would take a

keep existing habitat intact.

year and a half. We don’t have that kind of time to waste.”

In the eight years Jindal

In order to run the program, LDWF raised fishing license

was governor, the state

fees by $7.50, which was the only fee increase during

built three times the

Jindal’s administration. Some were critical of the

number of inshore

increase, but, as Pausina proudly claims, “Now we can

reefs as before.

get the data up within three days whereas the data

But perhaps even

used to go and sit on a shelf and never be seen by

“The Fishing Professor application alone makes this website truly unique
from any other website or fishing forum,” Pausina said. “We have nearly real time

Finally, no fishery department along the Gulf of Mexico has faced a harder

Louisiana used science to determine their seasons.
“Historically,” Pausina said, “Louisiana has landed 14% of the red snapper in the

data collected by our biologists to help anglers plan their fishing trip from start

Gulf, which is about 700,000 lbs. We started counting and discovered that we were

to finish.” The website also includes recipes from favorite Louisiana chefs, photos,

only bringing in 300,000 lbs. So we opened the state water until we hit 700,000

videos, maps and info about the department itself.

lbs. and that turned out to be about 180 days. People might think that a 180-day

Outreach

season is something we did arbitrarily, but it’s strictly based on the data.”

The LDWF also created the Fisheries Extension so that their biologists could
attend events such as boat shows, school programs and community events.
“There was a lot of misinformation out there,” Pausina said, “and we wanted

Since 2008, the LDWF has made amazing strides for the sportfisherman
community. Now with major issues facing the state like coastal erosion, storms
and other environmental factors, shaping the future isn’t getting easier.
“The next five to 10 years will be challenging,” Pausina said. “But our goal is to

more impactful

anyone.” The program had full support of CCA and

to help set the record straight. So far, our people have attended more than 800

keep people exposed to the outdoors and to keep getting fishing poles into the

was their Rigs to

other recreational fishing groups.

events.” A major aspect of their outreach is something they call their Citizen

hands of our kids. Once they feel the pull of a big fish, they’ll be hooked for life.

Rec Friendly

Scientist Program in which the public “scientists” team up with the LDWF in

Just like me.”

Reef Program.
Every time a rig is
decommissioned

The department’s new focus on recreational

the oil company

anglers did not come at the expense of the state’s

can reef it, and both

commercial fishermen. “Look, we have a $1 billion

the department and

Pausina said, “and the department has been working

the cost savings.

with that sector for many, many years. So, for us, it’s kind

“If they can reef it for

of like, ‘if it ain’t broke don’t fix it.’ ”

$500,000 and it cost $1M to

The LDWF continues to work with the commercial side on

bring it to shore,” Pausina said, “then

myriad programs such as making sure Louisiana seafood is branded
so consumers know what they’re buying. “We want people to know our

savings. Fishermen know that we need as much habitat

seafood like they know Vidalia onions or Maine lobsters,” Pausina said. “That’s one

as we can get, so this is another way for everyone to win.”

key goal in addition to making sure the industry is healthy and is sustainable into

Creating a successful hook and cook program and getting the oil industry to
cooperate have both been major achievements for Louisiana. But an even more

helped the department save money with volunteer help. Since 2008, there have
been more than 98,000 fish tagged by 1,500 citizen scientists.
Those include:

commercial fishing industry that is doing very well,”

the company share in

the department gets to split the $500,000 in

research initiatives. Because gathering data is extremely expensive, this has

the future.”
With a burgeoning commercial fishing community, the emphasis on

Redfish: Over 50,000
Speckled trout: 34,960
Red snapper: 2,667
Yellowfin Tuna: 266
Other: 5,420

significant hurdle facing all states is fish stock assessment. It’s where the states

recreational fishing reflects the state’s motto, Sportsman’s Paradise. And, if you’ve

and the federal government have drawn battle lines. Yet, Louisiana found a way to

ever fished in the Delta, you know that it truly is paradise for anglers who enjoy

And, there have been nearly 5,000 recaptures, so the program is working.Other

reconcile the marriage.

catching, and especially those who like to keep a lot of fish. Take speckled trout for

developments in the sportfishing arena by the LDWF include the creation of the

“The Feds counted recreational landings using the MRIP (Marine Recreational

More Fishing

WHAT: Louisiana’s Recreational Creel Survey (LA Creel)
was implemented statewide on January 1, 2014.

WHY: The survey is designed to estimate recreational

landings of saltwater fish species in a timely and efficient
manner that provides fishery managers and anglers with
confident results for each major basin within Louisiana as
well as offshore areas.

HOW: Louisiana anglers funded the program through

example. The creel is 25 fish per angler, per day. Twenty-five! In most places, that’s

Louisiana Saltwater Series (LASS) and the Grand Isle Marine Lab. LASS is a “Catch,

Information Program),” Pausina said. “But the data came too late. Everything was

not a limit, that’s a check on your bucket list. But, there’s so much territory and so

Tag and Release” fishing tournament combining science with family oriented

forecasted and it literally took years to make any change. So we started doing our

many fish that Louisiana makes it work.

fishing tournaments. The Grand Isle Marine Lab opened in 2009 and houses

own surveys. We knew that 85% of the recreational landings in our state came into

“We set the minimum size limit to 12 inches on speckled trout to let them

10 marinas. So, we just covered those locations up with staff and basically counted

reproduce at least once,” Pausina said. “After that, it’s game on.” And so far, that

provides information on those landed in the state but also other highly

every red snapper that came in. We also knew that NOAA’s data had between a

game has been playing out for decades and the trout population is stronger than

migratory species.
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Better Counting,

critical department projects, including tagging of yellowfin tuna, that not only

an increase in their saltwater fishing license fee, that
allowed the Department to establish a program that has the
capacity to produce weekly recreational landing estimates.

NOW: In 2015, the program provided the data to support
231 days of fishing opportunity during a state waters red
snapper season as opposed to a 9 day Exclusive Economic
Zone season.
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